EZ Port VXP
how fun gets on the water

Out on the water is where the action is, so that’s where you want to be. Not
stuck on the dock, worrying about your PWC. Cruising the waves is just the
escape you need, trading your worries for the wind in your hair, the spray of
the waves in your face and adrenaline pumping through your veins.
The water is where you come alive — and the new EZ Port VXP from EZ Dock®
is designed to make sure that nothing stands between you and that feeling.

Watch the VXP in action

Easy wheel adjustments

Visit the EZ Dock YouTube channel to see the EZ

Watch how easily wheel adjustments can be

Port VXP in action.

made to fit your PWC model.

Like all EZ Dock ports, the VXP is designed to keep your PWC safe and easy to use:
• Protects against hull damage and deterioration from exposure to water, waves and boat wakes
• Prevents sinking while unattended at the dock
• Provides easier access for maintenance
• Get on and off the craft easily while on the port
• Drain bilges and foot wells
• Cover your PWC easily
• Adjust the roller wheels for quick and easy port entry and exit

The EZ Port VXP gives you real peace of mind, knowing that your PWC is well-protected
against the weather, waves, wakes, or sinking at the dock. It makes cleaning, maintaining
and boarding your PWC as effortless as easing it onto the port or into the water. The VXP is
also compatible with existing docks and EZ Dock systems, or can be secured to the shore or
lakebed without a dock.

EZ PORT VXP

MODEL DESCRIPTION
EZ PORT VXP

SKU

DIMENSIONS

AREA

FLOTATION

WEIGHT

206037PW (BEIGE)

153” x 58.5” x 14.58”
(3.9m x 1.5m x 0.37m)

62 sq ft
(5.8 sq m)

1,300 lbs
(590 kg)

335 lbs
(152 kg)

206037PW-EZGR (GRAY)

Sample Configurations
The VXP is designed to make getting on and off the port and your PWC smooth, stable and easy.
And, since the VXP keeps your PWC out of the water, it’s easy to cover, clean, secure and access for
maintenance.

Features and Benefits
Compatible with popular PWCs

Bow stop with inserts

Includes Yamaha, Kawasaki and Sea-Doo.
Low maintenance

Coupler pockets

Slip-resistant

Clean with a pressure washer or other
EPA-approved cleaning chemicals.
Security-system compatible

36-location channels

Anchor holes with caps

Attach a line or chain to secure the PWC
to the front of the port and/or the port to
the dock.
UV-16 ultraviolet plastic package

Underside suction pockets

Extensively tested according to ASTM
standards to provide longer-term
protection against fading, cracking and
other plastic degradation caused by the
sun’s rays.

Split-entry with rollers

The EZ Port VXP is designed to accommodate virtually any brand or type of shorterend PWC under 1,300 pounds, including the Yamaha EX, Sea-Doo Spark, and Trixx
and the Kawasaki SX-R.
With its modular design, the EZ Port VXP is easy to install and integrates seamlessly
into existing EZ Dock systems or traditional dock designs:

MAINTENANCE-FREE & BAREFOOT FRIENDLY
• EZ Dock’s polyethylene docks are durable and slip resistant
• Won’t splinter or rot, never needs to be painted
• Cleans easily with soap and water

ADAPTABLE DESIGN
• Unique design delivers outstanding load capacity, functionality, and safety
• Variety of dock sections, boat/PWC lifts, and kayak launches
• Easily customizable design to make your perfect waterfront retreat

FLEXIBLE FLOTATION TECHNOLOGY
• Flotation chambers are constructed for optimal strength and structural integrity
• Designed to provide additional stability on the water
• Dock sections adapt easily to changing water conditions and levels

INNOVATIVE COUPLING
• Made of recycled materials
• Nuts and bolts made of heavy duty, rust resistant composite
• Strength and durability even in the harshest weather conditions

Just relax and enjoy the ride. The EZ Port VXP gives you the
freedom to get out and enjoy the water instead of worrying about
what happens when you’re back at the dock.
For more information about the VXP, go to ez-dock.com or
contact your local EZ Dock distributor.

EZ Dock, Inc
878 HWY 60
Monett, MO 65708
1-417-235-2223 1-800-654-8168
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